Novel radiofrequency nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) pulse sequences are presented and their application to imaging of solids using rf field gradients is discussed. The sequences cause a nuclear spin to precess about the static field direction at ~ rate proportional to the strength of certain of the pulses. This forced precession is independent of the resonance offset and of couplings to other spins. The pulse sequence design is-described using coherent averaging theory and is confirmed experimentally and numerically. Nearly all NMR imaging has been done on liquids at resolutions of 10-3 -10-l em, but the excellent chemical, orientational and motional specificity of NMR, as well as its noninvasive, penetrat1r1~ nature, suggests that such imaging methods applicable to solids(J-lO) would be valuable in materials science. The first barrier to NMR imaging encountered in solids is the broad and unresolve~ absorption spectrum caused by anisotropic spin interactions, which in liquds are averaged away by diffusive motions. In order-to resolve two points in the spin distribution
Imaging of the spatial distribution of nuclear spins by recording their magnetic resonance signals in field gradients is a well-known concept with a growing body of applications, particularly in ~edicine. The central idea is that the linear dependence of the frequency of spin precession on the magnetic field at the nucleus can be converted to a measurement of position along a known field gradient(!}. Practical implementation in two and three dimensions is accomplished by various time domain schemes which involve switching the direction of the gradient ( 2 ) .
Nearly all NMR imaging has been done on liquids at resolutions of 10-3 -10-l em, but the excellent chemical, orientational and motional specificity of NMR, as well as its noninvasive, penetrat1r1~ nature, suggests that such imaging methods applicable to solids(J-lO) would be valuable in materials science. The first barrier to NMR imaging encountered in solids is the broad and unresolve~ absorption spectrum caused by anisotropic spin interactions, which in liquds are averaged away by diffusive motions. In order-to resolve two points in the spin distribution
separated by a d1stance 6r and eac av1ng a spectra w1 t 2 , a gradient of magnitude G~M 2
112
;6r is required. A typical value for protons in a solid would be G~:50mT /em (M/ 12 = 0.5 mT, 6r = 10-2 cm).
Rapidly switching the amplitude and direction of a gradient of this size within the bore of a high field magnet is impractical. A time domain view of this inequality is that the precession in the field gradient must last long enough to create a significant difference in phase angle between the magnetization from adjacent picture elements, but that during this time the decay of the magnetization at each point should be minimal. Imaging has been demonstrated without meeting this condition(g), but only at the cost 4.
of a large loss in si.gnal energy. In applications this would lead to unacceptably long acquisition times and thus is not a general solution.
\
The principal contribution to M 2 112 for spin 1/2 nuclei in solids is the direct dipolar coupling to nearby spins. Three general approaches have been demonstrated previously which address this fact to achieve NMR imaging of solids with field gradients of less than a millitesla per centimeter.
The first ( 3 ' 4 ' 10 ) is to use multiple pulse line narrowing techniques ( 11 -16 ) or related modulation schemes(S) to effectively eliminate homonuclear dipolar couplings. The second { 6 ) is to usithe high-order multiple quantum spectra obtainable in solids to increase the line separation due to the applied gradient by a factor n equal to the number of Larmor frequency quanta characterizing the observed spectrum. The third(l) is to observe a dilute spin 1/2 isotope { 13 c), whose spectrum is narrowed by heteronuclear decoupling of the neighboring protons. The design process can be described using coherent averaging theory treating the pulses responsible for the precession (Fig. lb) where Ky'= (a 1 -a 4 -a 5 + a 8 -a 9 + a 12 + a 13 -a 16 ) and Kz = (a2 + 6 3 -6 6 -6 7 + 6 10 + 6 11 -6 14 -6 15).
(1)
Although resonance offset and chemical shift terms have been eliminated, is the small line at w = 0 in Fig. 2 even when e ; 0. This corresponds to a bright spot at the center of the image and an effective degradation of f the information content of that one picture element. This feature was not found in the numerical simulation of Fig. 3 , which was performed with square pulses. One possibility is that it arises from the finite· . .II
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